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American Jews and Israel at a Time of Crisis
he concept of clal yisrael teaches that the Jewish people are bound together in mutual
experience, responsibility and destiny. In the United States and Israel, the countries in
which the vast majority of the world’s Jewish population dwells, it has not always been
easy to apprehend our shared experience. Israel has struggled against hostile neighbors
since its modern rebirth. American Jews, by contrast, have enjoyed domestic harmony and freedom from anti-Semitism for half a century. During the heady 1990’s, however, the lives and culture of American Jews and Israelis finally seemed to be converging. Israel’s economy was
booming, anchored by the same high-technology sector that propelled the American expansion.
A generation of Israelis, raised on the dream of Oslo, basked in a “peace dividend” marked by a
decidedly American-styled culture. There was hope that once a final peace settlement was
reached, Israel would be freed from its ongoing struggle for both existence and acceptance, and
would achieve a degree of democratic stability not unlike America’s.
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In the past two years, the Palestinian war of terrorism has offered a bracing rejoinder to this
dream. Not since the early 1970s has the daily experience of Israelis and American Jews
diverged more. Despite the attacks of September 11, American Jews do not live in the same
shadow of potential violence as do Israelis. Nor are we facing the fury of our neighbors or the
same ostracism on the part of the international community. Although daily life in Israel is
nowhere near as miserable as it appears in the media, the dissonance between the experiences of
American Jews and Israelis has given rise to a sense of guilt and powerlessness on this side of
the divide. We yearn to connect with Israelis, to do what we can to ease the pain of crisis and
war. We have memories of the 1940s, when too much of American Jewry stood silent during the
Holocaust, and we are determined not to let history repeat itself. If clal yisrael means that we are
one people, then it is impossible for American Jewry to be at peace while Israel is at war.
This issue of CONTACT explores various ways American Jews are connecting to Israel during a
period of ongoing crisis. For some, this means experiencing Israel physically through Israel
programs and Aliyah. For others, it means engagement on campus and with our elected representatives. Each of our contributors offers personal and programmatic reflections on increasing
the strength of clal yisrael during a period of crisis for the Jewish people.
Solidarity with Israel need not necessitate a demand for blind allegiance. It is an understandable if
distressing product of crisis that our community has been less open to dissenting opinions in the
past two years. Those who oppose Israeli policies or who sympathize with the suffering of Palestinians have often been labeled disloyal, self-hating or traitorous, even when they espouse positions
favored by a majority of Israelis. Unfortunately, our leaders have not taken steps to quell the intolerance and indeed have adopted policies that inordinately express the views of a small but vocal segment of the community. While the advantages of a united leadership front are clear, we must ask
ourselves at what cost we are advancing a unified agenda. It is time for the leaders of Jewish organizations to demand that the vilification end, and for our organizations to adopt policies representing
not just the views of an extremist minority, but of all the American Jews they purport to serve.
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WELCOME RABBI DAVID GEDZELMAN
Jewish Life Network is dedicated to
strengthening and transforming American Jewry to ensure a flourishing, sustainable community in a fully integrated
free society. We seek to revitalize Jewish
identity through educational, religious
and cultural initiatives that are designed
to reach out to all Jews, with an emphasis on those who are on the margins of
Jewish life.
Photographs in this issue appear courtesy of contributors and Art Today.
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Jewish Life Network/Steinhardt Foundation extends a warm welcome to Rabbi David Gedzelman, our new Executive Director. David assumes the position formerly held by JJ Greenberg,
Executive and Founding Director, who died tragically after being struck by an automobile
while bicycling in Israel in September.
David has been actively involved with JLN since 1995, when he was recruited to conceive and
develop JLN’s nascent Makor center in New York City. As the Creative and Rabbinic Director of
Makor, David created and led a cutting-edge venue for Jewish New Yorkers in their 20s and 30s
to experience innovative arts, cultural and educational programming.

The Meaning of
by RABBI YITZ GREENBERG

The connection
between
Israel and
the Jewish
people has
been essential
to the healthy
Jewish soul
for millennia.

Before serving at Makor, David was Director of Hillel and Rabbi in Residence at the University
of Judaism in Los Angeles. He also served as Director of Hillel at Pierce and Valley Colleges in
Woodland Hills, California. At the same time, he was a Lecturer in Rabbinics at the University
of Judaism Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies.
We look forward to working with David in the development and implementation of programs
designed to strengthen American Jewry.
CONTACT

Israel Today

ver since the modern state of Israel became a
reality, there have been recurrent claims that
Israel is losing its emotional centrality in
American Jewish life. In recent years, Steven
M. Cohen has published surveys charting
the declining intensity, by generations, of
identification with Israel. Others cite the negative
media images of Israel as alienating younger generations from the Jewish state. Both claims fail to measure the depth of the relationship between world
Jewry and Israel. Indeed, the connection between
Israel and the Jewish people has been essential to
the healthy Jewish soul for millennia. While surface
feelings for Israel are more volatile and subject to
the vicissitudes of daily news, the deeper attachment is undiminished.
The true picture emerges in moments of crisis,
when the full intensity of Jewish feeling for Israel
erupts. The fierce rallying around Israel in 1967
retroactively debunked claims by leading American
Jewish spokesmen that American Jews were “Americans first,” and that Israel’s importance had declined.
Similarly undercut were those spiritual spokesmen
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who diminished Israel’s importance, arguing that
Diaspora Jewry was independent of and superior to
the schools of Jerusalem. In parallel fashion, the
closing of ranks and the overwhelming solidarity of
American Jewry with Israel since Intifada II began in
September, 2000, is a strong indicator of the unbroken bedrock of the connection.
The logic of Jewish attachment to Israel has
grown stronger since 1948. The actualized state has
proven to be even more magnetic than the commonwealth fantasized in Jewish dreams for two thousand years. This is because Israel is the realization
of Jewry’s deepest beliefs. From earliest Biblical
days, Jewish religion taught that Jewry has a special
connection to the land of Israel. Rabbinic culture
emphasized that, once national independence was
restored, the history interrupted by exile would
come to life again. Even more: the Jewish soul was
so attuned to Israel that once the people was
replanted in the promised land, the ground would
sustain a higher demographic and cultural vitality.
The evidence of five decades is clear. Israeli Jewry is
the only Jewish community whose population is growing by internal biological energy and not just by immigration from abroad. The majority Jewish population
has created a comprehensive national culture in which
3

Israel is the place where the prime existential decisions of
Jewish history taken in the twentieth century are validated.
the calendar communicates the catechism
of Jewish faith and history to the masses.
Hebrew is again a dynamic and explosively
growing language, suffusing all of modern
life with Jewish vocabulary and meaning.
The “density” of Jewish life in Israel
is amazing. Israel contains 40 percentplus of the world Jewish population, but
80 percent of youth attending full-time
Jewish educational schools live in the
Jewish state. The vast bulk of the Israeli
population — even the non-observant
— experience Shabbat as a special day.
Kosher food is a widely available norm,
not a minority ‘deviant’ cuisine. On Yom
Kippur, the state of Israel exists on a different plane.
For most Diaspora Jews, these
aspects of Israel may be irrelevant to
their day-to-day lifestyle — but the
cumulative effect of this total Jewish
reality is transformational on them as
well. Those who personally encounter
Israel experience Jewish identity as a
universal, primary, natural human reality. For many, this encounter liberates
them from the Diaspora experience of
Jewishness as a minority, second-class
reflection of Gentile existence. Consequently, their inner lives and self-images
as Jews are transformed.
Israel is also the place where the
prime existential decisions of Jewish history taken in the twentieth century are
validated. After the Shoah, world Jewry
learned two primary lessons. First, that
we are one people — united in fate and
dependent on each other to restore and
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protect the value of Jewish life. Second,
that in order to live and uphold Jewish
dignity, there is no choice but to reenter
history and take power. This permits us
to have a significant say in Jewish fate.
Although Diaspora Jewry eventually also
took up political action, Israel is the primary exerciser of Jewish power. There, a
sovereign Jewish majority, guided by
Jewish heritage, establishes political,
economic and military policies and carries them out. Not surprisingly, Israel
has become the image of Jews worldwide. Therefore, the credibility of Jewish
religion and ethics is set by the judgment on Israeli behaviors.
Taking responsibility, Israel has rescued Jewries at risk on three continents.
The fact that many Soviet and Argentinian Jews have sought security in lands
other than Israel does not change the
importance (or the nobility) of what
Israel has done. In offering asylum to
persecuted Jews over the years, Israel has
taken in more than triple the number of
people in its own original population.
This absorption involved vast financial
expense and a lowered standard of living
— for the sake of immigrants! It was and
continues to be an act of generosity
unparalleled in human history.
The lives and fates of all Jews have
become more intertwined. Israel’s victories and stature have given new dignity
and status to Jews worldwide. Yet, in
turn, Israel has faced hostility and even
rejection because of its association with
Western Jews, with the United States,

and with the processes of modernization
and democracy. Now, Diaspora Jews find
themselves under attack by the forces
that lead the backlash against Israel for
its unyielding policies of self-defense.
Willingness to confront these pressures
for the sake of each other is the litmus
test of Jewish identity and loyalty today.
This is why travel to Israel to connect
personally to Israelis is the current criterion of taking responsibility for Jewish
history. Those who do not go are, in
effect, saying that “I am lucky enough to
be out of the line of fire” and abandoning Israelis to their fate on the front line.
The act of returning to the land of
Israel was not only an affirmation and
fulfillment of the classic prophetic
promise that the covenant is unbroken
(“...there will again be heard in the cities
of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem
that are desolate... the sound of rejoicing
and joy, the voice of the bridegroom and
the bride...” [Jeremiah 33, v. 10-11, 2021, 25]). The triumph of death in the
Shoah raised doubts about Jewish belief
in God and Judaism’s teachings of the
ultimate victory of the good. The
reestablishment of vibrant Israeli life
after the Holocaust was the indispensable reassertion of the central Jewish
teaching of redemption, i.e., the promise
that life would be stronger than death.
This validates the promise of the final
perfection of the world.
After five decades, the entire Jewish
people now experiences the astonishing
fact that, in the land of Israel, the past is
intertwined with the present, and history and tradition come alive. Despite
Israel’s modernity and immersion in 21st
Century culture, past, present and future
interact in a palpable way. This transforms Jewish teaching into a personal
experience. This is the secret and power
of birthright israel’s educational vision,
for Israel is a peerless resource for Jewish learning and recovery of identity. In
Jerusalem, learning and Torah absorption reach extraordinarily intense levels.
In this atmosphere, classic norms
become a force to be reckoned with and
Jewish memory is a mirror of reality. No
wonder Jewish values come alive in the
land of Israel. To paraphrase Winston
Churchill: the whole Jewish people must
learn to bring in the new/old world of
Israel to redress the balance [of assimilation versus renaissance] in the old/new
world of America.
CONTACT

n a recent rainy evening, I attended a
controversial talk with Peace Now’s
Galia Golan and Dr. Sari Nusseibeh,
The Palestinian Authority’s Commissioner for Jerusalem Affairs. While standing
in line towards the entrance, I was greeted
by protesters across the street shouting that
I was “a self-hating Jew and an anti-Semite,”
along with things less appropriate to print. I
thought to myself: I have tabled for Israel on
campus for three hours today, attended two
other Israel-related events this week, and I
date a combat soldier in the IDF who is currently serving in the territories. What else
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Pro-Israel With
An Open Mind
by KELLEN KAISER

could they possibly want from me?
There are days where it isn’t easy to be
a Zionist. But my Jewish upbringing and
faith in core Jewish values remind me
there’s a lot at stake.
I grew up in liberal Northern California, in a very untraditional household that
was nevertheless welcomed into the local
Jewish community. My family’s values were
reinforced through my involvement in
Habonim Dror, a Labor Zionist youth
movement, where I learned the benefits of
critical thinking and the joys of communal
living. In my mind, it is only natural to
equate Judaism with pluralism, compassion and a respect for diversity. There is
abundant evidence to agree with me. From
halachic commentary on tikkun olam to
Israel’s modern socio-political climate,
there are a myriad of examples of Judaism
serving as the foundation for a just society.
It is with this conviction that I cannot be
silent to injustices carried out by or within
the Jewish state. While it is true that Israel
serves as democracy’s sentinel in the Middle
East, and is far ahead of its neighbors on
human rights issues, Israel still has work to
do. It must address its internal issues — the
treatment of Israeli Arabs and other marginal
communities, for example, and its treatment
of the Palestinian population currently under
its control. It must address them even as it is
under attack, because with acknowledgment
to Jewish history, such obligations to justice
must be fulfilled regardless of circumstance.
We cannot wait until all is well.
We, as American Jews, are in a tricky sitKellen Kaiser is the Grinspoon Israel Advocacy
intern at New York University.
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uation. While I know my criticism of certain
Israeli policy comes from my love for the
state and the foundational values on which it
is based, my comments are sometimes misinterpreted as disloyal. It is a careful balancing
act, one that often leads me to preface any
qualm I have with, “As a Zionist...” Obviously, I do not want to lend ammunition to
Israel’s detractors, to those who not only
want a Palestinian state but who seek to
destroy Israel. I do believe, however, that to
avoid Israel’s problems in the name of unity
is not to our collective benefit.
There is a strong Jewish tradition of
questioning and dissent, a process which
some have argued has helped to maintain
the vibrancy of our religion and has been
the source of our ongoing strength and
diversity. We see it, for example, in Israel’s
government, a parliamentary democracy,
where debate is often so boisterous that it
resembles a street fight. We cannot allow
our values to be sacrificed to the current
state of fear and grief.
There is a sense of disappointment in
all corners of the Jewish community, a
sense of our current reality not being what
it should be. But those feelings are often
directed against those who are closest to
us, those whom we would otherwise trust
if we didn’t feel internally betrayed. The
left feels silenced and ignored, while the
right feels unfairly persecuted. Many of
these feelings transcend the political
boundaries and envelop us all. We must
maintain a proactive vision if we hope to
bring change to the situation. Instead, we
are getting stuck in the details.
When I first came to NYU, I felt
extremely alienated from the active Jewish

community on campus. Its members were
certainly different from the Jewish community I grew up with. I initially resigned
myself to four years without Jews. I saw
my differences with them as being more
integral to who I was than my similarities.
I occasionally stopped by the Bronfman
Center to attend political events, and took
secret pleasure in being involved on at
least some level.
So when I was hired as a Grinspoon
Israel Advocacy Intern on the NYU campus, it felt like I was being welcomed
home. I would be able to organize for leftwing pro-Israel activity. They had made
space for me, as I was. It is my job now to
manifest that niche for others. To create a
sense of inclusiveness for those who might
otherwise stand against us, unable to reconcile their desire for community and their
desire for social justice.
It is a daunting task to endeavor the kind
of paradigm shift I envision, even on a campus-wide level. I have only just begun the
process. It will have to continue long after I
graduate. But part of the work is foundationbuilding. When we bring progressive speakers to campus, it begins a history. We have
worked to be proactive and positive in our
focus, bringing in speakers who incorporate
Zionism into their pursuit of social justice. I
encourage the campus media to attend these
events and invite a broad range of people
who are currently unaffiliated. I also make
sure to attend the events that the pro-Palestinian groups put on as well, in order to
make sure my beliefs are represented. I try to
keep a critical eye on everyone. Mostly, I
attempt to be open-minded and active so
that people know they can come to me.
Indeed, in our attempts to define who
is with us, we run the risk of leaving people out. But as I’ve learned in my own
work these past few months, it was the
faith I had in my good intentions, after all,
that brought me here. And in my exploration, I have found that those whom I
perceived to be so different than me have
good intentions as well.
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